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Cost Control For Marketing Operations—
Order-Getting
report is the second in a series of three related reports presenting findings from an
THIS
N.A.C.A. research study dealing with cost control for marketing operations. The first report, entitled "Cost Control for Marketing Operations — General Considerations," appeared as Section 3 of the N.A.C.A. Bulletin for April 1954. It was devoted to analysis
of problems and to a review of cost control techniques in the whole area of marketing:
The present report describes company practices in applying accounting controls to costs
of advertising, sales promotion, selling, and marketing administration. A third report, to
be published in a later issue of the N.A.C.A. Bulletin, will deal with order - filling costs. All
three reports are based upon findings in a field study covering practices of 42 companies.

Infroduction
promotion, and selling commonly make up a
C major share of the sales
costs which a company incurs for marketing its
OSTS OF ADVERTISING,

products. The size of the expenditures and the importance which effective
performance of these functions has on continued profitable operation of the
company makes it essential for management to have the best control tools
available.
Cost Control
This study deals with cost control rather than with allocation of costs for
profit determination or analysis of costs for choosing between alternative
marketing methods. The cost control function comprises setting goals in
terms of costs, accumulation of current costs, and reporting comparisons.
Foremost among the comparisons used is that between planned and experienced costs but others such as territorial, product line, operating division or
individual salesmen comparisons are also used to facilitate such control.
With order - getting costs, the budget is the principal accounting tool for establishing control before the fact. Current cost comparisons then serve to
tell management whether or not the money is being spent according to the
plan laid down by the budget.
Order - Getting Costs
In this study, costs incurred for persuading the customer to buy and for
getting the order are called order - getting costs. Order - getting comprises
three principal marketing functions, viz., advertising, sales promotion, and
selling. The development of control techniques for those costs follows a
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similar pattern. On the other hand, the approach used in developing control
methods for order - filling costs is quite different.'
The advertising and sales promotion functions, as discussed here, include
those activities which involve primarily nonpersonal presentation of the
product or service. Industry and individual company practices vary greatly
in the classification of such costs but their scope usually includes the activities, other than direct selling, which are undertaken to create demand. In
some companies all activities of this type are under a single head and no
distinction is drawn between advertising and sales promotion. Since cost
control practices for advertising and sales promotion are much alike, the two
are discussed together in this report.
Selling is personal presentation of the company's product or service to
prospective buyers. Where a company's products are all sold to one or a
few customers, selling costs and their control may be relatively unimportant.
On the other hand, where a large and widely dispersed sales organization
is maintained, control over selling costs is highly important. This report is
concerned with cost control where the selling function is performed by a
company's own sales force. It is limited to field selling and does not Cover
retail store operation.
In developing a plan of cost control for marketing costs the accountant
must keep the following characteristics of such costs in mind:
1. Order - getting activities are a cause rather than an effect of sales and
therefore control of order - getting costs cannot be based on a simple
and direct relationship to the current volume of sales orders received
or shipments made.'
2. The effectiveness of advertising, sales promotion, and selling is very
difficult to measure in terms of sales orders obtained because relationships are obscured by a multitude of influences which cannot
be controlled or separated.
3. Because advertising and sales promotion appropriations are based
on the plans made for realization of a sales goal, control proceeds
by spending the appropriated funds according to plan.
4. Control of order - getting costs involves a greater dependence u;oon
the judgment of persons spending the money than it does with order.
filling and manufacturing costs. In field selling, this may carry down
to the individual salesman who often must be relied upon to decade
when, where, and how to spend money for getting sales orders.
Most order - getting costs are controlled by managerial planning for the
'A subsequent report will be devoted to control of order - filling costs.
'An exception to this might be royalties or salesmen's commissions which are directly
variable with the amount of sales. With these expenses the need for controls is at a
minimum because once the rates have been established by top management the amount
of expense is known for any given volume of sales.
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budget period. This point is brought out by the following description of
these expenses which appears in one company's budget manual.
"Sales force, advertising media, and deals are all tools for getting
and maintaining business. They are controllable in the sense that the
management can change them at will; however, they do not fall into
the usual classes of fixed, semi - variable, or directly variable expenses.
Certainly they are not fixed. If they were to be classified as variable,
they would be variable only in relation to sales. To budget the amount
of selling expenses as a pre - determined percentage of sales would be to
prestate the amount of sales, whereas they depend in a large part upon
the selling efforts to be put forth.... To budget sales
without rela... and then to
tion to selling efforts, advertising and promotional deals
budget selling expenses as a pre- determined percentage of the budgeted
sales is to oversimplify the whole matter of determining the selling effort
and expenses and resulting sales volume."
An illustration of the difference between order - getting costs and costs incurred for manufacturing and order - filling is supplied by a policy which
top management of another company has formulated to guide attempts to
control costs. In departments other than advertising and sales promotion,
executives and supervisors are encouraged to spend less than their budget
allows and they may divert a specific allowance to another purpose. On the
other hand, budget allowances which have been approved for advertising
or sales promotion may not be significantly reduced or diverted to any other
purpose without approval of top management.
While not wholly an order - getting function, marketing administration costs
are considered in this report for two reasons. First the administrative costs
are budgeted and controlled in the same manner as order - getting costs because they display similar characteristics. Second, a major share of marketing administration costs usually arises in administering advertising sales
promotion and selling activities.
Subsequent pages of this report explain how the above characteristics of
order - getting costs are recognized in applying accounting control tools to
these costs.
Control of Advertising and Sales Promotion Costs
The amount to be spent during a budget period for advertising and sales
promotion is determined largely by the kind and scope of the over -all sales
program. Marketing management feels the need for a certain amount of advertising and promotional activity in order to meet the company's sales goal
in the coming period and in order to maintain or improve its competitive
position in the long run.
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In the absence of methods for predetermining with certainty the sales results that can be expected from a given expenditure for advertising and sales
promotion, managerial control begins by setting appropriations for the several programs or projects and preplanning the manner in which the appropriations are to be spent. Subsequent control proceeds by seeing that
budgeted advertising and sales promotion funds are expended according to
the merchandising plan based on sales objectives.
Comparisons of current actual expenditures with budgeted expenditures
serve purposes which differ somewhat from purposes served by manufacturing expense budget comparisons. Companies interviewed usually compare
advertising and sales promotion costs with the corresponding budgets for
the purposes listed below:
1. To enable management to determine whether or not expenditures are
following the plan embodied in the budget in that they are in accordance with the plan and within the budget appropriation.
2. To provide a current record of appropriated funds remaining after
subtracting expenditures and commitments from the original appropriation.
Classification of Costs for Control Purposes
Administration of advertising and sales promotion functions is ordinaril y
centralized with organization subdivisions set up by function performed. The
companywide program of advertising therefore comprises a single unit for
control. Sales promotion is likewise a unit for control purposes where this
function is separated from advertising. This plan of organization contrasts
sharply with selling which is commonly decentralized with sub - divisions set
up on a geographical basis.
From study of the methods of classifying advertising and sales promotion
costs reported by companies interviewed, it is evident that responsibility for
cost control is usually the primary basis of classification. Additional classifications are used to supply data for other purposes such as the following.
1. To determine costs of the main units with which management works
in planning activities. For example, costs may be classified by
media, product line, or class of prospect at which the advertising is
directed. The specific classifications employed and the amount of
detail vary according to the types of advertising and sales promotion
and the amount of money spent.
2. To ascertain profit or loss by product, territorial, or customer classi.
fications. By coding of charges at the source, a substantial portion
of the advertising and selling costs can often be assigned to then:
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segments by direct charge. The remaining indirect costs are allocated periodically. Assignment of both budgeted and historical costs
is usually made. In some cases application of expenditures to products according to plan is an important aspect of current control over
advertising and sales promotion. In other cases, assignment of costs
to products is for purposes of cost and profit analysis rather than for
current control.
Application of these methods of cost classification in companies using different plans of organization is illustrated by the examples given below.
Example No. 1
In this company, a single department is responsible for all advertising
and sales promotion costs. Costs incurred in this department are first
classified by product line because a product specialist has charge of advertising and promotion for each product line. These product specialists
direct activities and spend funds allotted to each product. Subclassifications are maintained by advertising medium and by geographical region. Classification by medium informs each product specialist as
to application of expenditures by various media. Management in this
company wishes to know product line profit or loss by regions and
hence a regional code is also incorporated into the classification plan.
Advertising and promotion media used are predominantly local and
therefore can be assigned to regions by direct charges.
Example No. 2
This company's advertising department is organized by classes of customers toward which advertising is directed because nature of the advertising and media used differ. For each of these functional responsibilities a subsidiary breakdown of costs by media is provided. The classification of advertising accounts appears somewhat as follows:
33. Dealer advertising
70 Trade paper
75 Miscellaneous
34. Consumer advertising
67 Magazine
68 Newspaper
69 Radio
71 TV
73 Outdoor signs and billboards
75 Miscellaneous
35. Professional advertising
67 Magazine
75 Miscellaneous
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In addition, a detailed classification of accounts is provided to record
costs of producing materials used for direct mail advertising. This :is
a manufacturing operation and the chart of accounts is designed for
controlling production costs and for providing the advertising department with costs of the items used.
Example No. 3
Advertising is first broken down by sales region because the major
share of this company's advertising expenditure is devoted to local media
in its two principal market areas. For each of these areas, a classificattion of expenditures by media is provided. Additional accounts are used
to collect costs of certain other promotional and advertising activities.
The main features of this classification are shown below.
408. Advertising campaign —Area A
1 Billboards
2 Newspapers
3 Magazines
4 Trade publications
5 Radio and TV
9 Miscellaneous
409. Advertising campaign —Area B
(Sub - accounts by media as above)
411. Other advertising
3 Motion pictures and lectures
4 Exhibits, retail tie -ins
In the companies from which the above examples were drawn, the classifications of costs are carefully designed to determine, first, what each responsible executive spends, and second to provide details which aid him in planning and controlling his operations. This practice contrasts strongly with
many other companies which limit their classifications of these costs to the
few broad categories displayed on the company's income statement with
some supporting detail by nature of expense.
The Advertising and Sales Promotion Cost Budget
Budgeting is the primary accounting tool used by management for controlling advertising and sales promotion costs. Because of the size of the expenditures made, it is common practice to have these costs under budgetary
control in companies where no other costs are budgeted. In such cases the
advertising appropriation is often merely a fixed amount decided upon by top
management, with or without detailed consideration of activity anticipated.
Where budgetary control has been more fully developed, advertising and sales
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promotional activities are planned in detail and coordinated with other as.
pects of the marketing and manufacturing program. Here the advertising
appropriation becomes, as expressed by one company representative, "the
amount necessary to do the specific job we want done."
In all but a very few of the companies interviewed, advertising and sales
promotion budgets are periodic budgets. The type of advertising to be done
and the nature of the business determine the budget period. Where national
media are employed and plans must be made well in advance, an annual
budget is commonly used. Other companies budget advertising and sales
promotion for two or more selling seasons within a year. In some cases the
budget, once approved, is seldom revised while other companies frequently
find it desirable to change both the amount appropriated and the application
of the appropriation to meet conditions which cannot be foreseen when the
original budget is prepared.
Formulation of the Advertising and Sales Promotion Budgets
Numerous guides are used in deciding how much to budget for advertising
and sales promotion. The following were most frequently mentioned in field
interviews.
1. Past experience expressed in ratios of advertising and sales promotion expenditures to sales.
2. Amount of advertising and promotion being carried on by competitors.
3. Specific objectives such as introduction of a new product or a given
increase in consumer recognition for a brand name.
4. Tests to determine results that can be expected from increments in
expenditure on given types of advertising and sales promotion.
5. What the company can afford to spend for increased sales volume
after considering cash needs for other purposes.
6. What the company should spend to gain efficient utilization of manufacturing and warehousing facilities through continuous movement
of inventories.
Unit standards of the type ofton employed for budgeting variable manufac.
turing and order - filling costs were not reported by any of the companies interviewed. Absence of such standards is attributable to the difficulties encountered in measuring results obtained from advertising and sales promo.
tion activities in units which can be directly related to costs.$
'For additional discu ssion of standa rds applied to marketing activities, see "Cost Control for Marketing Operations — General Consideratiow ' Research Series No. 25, N.A.C.A.
Bulletin, April 1954, pp. 1081 -1095.
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ADVERTISING BUDGET
Sectional Radio, Television, Magazine and Newspaper
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B u d g e t Period
TOT AL
SIX
MO NT HS

JAN UAR Y
JULY

AU GU ST
FEBRUARY

Radio
Time
(Detail by Product)

Talent
(Detail by Product)
Total Time
Total Radio
Te le v isio n
Time
(Detail by Product)
Total Time
Ta le nt
(Detail by Product)
Total Talent
Mechanical

Total Mechanical
Total Television

EXHIBIT 1

MAR C H
SEPTEMBER

APRIL
OCTOBER

MAY
NOVEMBER

JUNE
DECEMBER

Past experience, is in most cases, the starting point in budgeting advertising and sales promotion. Historical ratios of cost to net sales display the
results obtained at known levels of advertising and promotional activity. The
need for continuity over a period of years was often mentioned as a reason
why the amount spent in previous years is given considerable thought in deciding how much to spend in the coming year. Historical figures may also
disclose trends that indicate that basic changes in the company's markets are
taking place. Changes in expenditures budgeted are usually made when there
is reason to believe that future conditions will be different from those which
prevailed in the past.
Most of the companies interviewed budget a specific dollar amount for the
coming period, but a few express the budget as a percentage of sales. Where
the latter method is followed, the initial appropriation is based on forecasted
sales volume, but the amount spent is brought to the desired percentage of
actual sales by the end of the budget period. The principal advantage stated
by those who follow this practice is that additional funds are made available
for following a favorable market or successful campaign. Possible disadvantages are that it may lead to hastily planned expenditures or to advertising
at the wrong season. One company reported that the practice had caused
customer recognition of its brand name to be seriously reduced during a
period of low sales volume.
The following description of one company's procedure for formulating its
advertising budget is characteristic of methods commonly used by the companies interviewed.
"After the formulation of the marketing plans or simultaneously with
their formulation, the advertising department, with the counsel of the advertising agency, will formulate the advertising program and budget
deemed necessary to carry out the marketing plans, and to achieve the
volumes expected.
"To set the amount of the advertising media budget it is necessary to
work out in detail the amount and type of advertising wanted for each
product or product group in the country as a whole or in individual sections in. order to assist in achieving the gross sales budget in light of
general economic conditions, launching of new products, publicizing
consumer deals, activities of competitors, etc. The advertising department, with the advice and counsel of the advertising agency, determines
the types of general media (radio, television, magazine, newspaper, promotion items, etc.), the specific media (programs, publications, etc.),
quantity (time, space, and number), and the costs."
Information developed by the procedures described above is assembled on
budget working papers similar to the example shown as Exhibit 1.
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ADVERTISING BUDGET PERFORMANCE REPORT
Month of ............................. ...............................

w
c
0

BUDGET
CURRENT
M O N TH

C LASS OF EXPENSE

YEAR TO
D A TE

EXPENDED
CURRENT
MON TH

YEAR TO
DATE

UNEXPENDED

Product Division No............. ...
. .. .. .. ..

BUDGET BALA NCES
C O M M IT M E N TS
IRREVOCABLE
REVOCABLE

SPACE
Magazine —Space
"
— Production
Trade Publications —Space
— Production
Customers Publications
Consumer Direct —Space
"
— Production
—Sales
TOTAL SPACE
PRINTING
Catalog
Price Lists
Printed Matter
Special Customer Cat. Pgs.
"
Printed Matter
Im p ri n t i n g
Po s t a g e o n M a i l i n g s

i

TOTAL PRINTING
MISCELLANEOUS
Customer Electros
Postage and Express
Exhibit Expense
Display Material
Mdse. Given Away
Type Salvage
Training Material
Sales Development
TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS
Reserve
TOTAL EXPENSES
Coop. Advertising
X
TOT AL e DY E

P

_

.

EXHIBIT 2

NOT
C O M M I TTE D

Another company follows what it describes as the "task method." It defines the advertising task as "what is needed to do the job for each product or
program within an overall budget limit." Preparation of the advertising
budget proceeds by breaking down the tentative total by major product lines.
Within these lines a further breakdown by product is made and specific
amounts are provided for space advertising, sales promotion, information
literature, and publicity.

Controlling Commitments
Many of the companies interviewed stressed the usefulness of detailed and
accurate control over advertising commitments. In the first place, this is
considered essential for control over the total expenditure. Several companies stated that before they established a current record of commitments,
verbal and unrecorded written commitments had repeatedly led to expenditures in excess of budget. A second benefit obtained from commitment control records is that management in charge of advertising can determine at any
time what funds are available if changes in the program are being considered.
For example, one company often shifts emphasis from one product to another
or from one area to another in order to gain maximum advantage of favorable opportunities, to combat competition, and to avoid spending money
where sales opportunities are unfavorable. These shifts are made by divert.
ing uncommitted funds from one project to another without changing the
total appropriation.
Commitment control practices vary with respect to the amount of detail
maintained and the manner in which the records are kept. One company requires all advertising and sales promotion commitments to be in writing and
to be approved by the controller. The controller approves or disapproves
solely on basis of availability of budgeted funds and does not pass judgment
on the purpose for which the expenditure is proposed. More commonly,
record systems designed by the accounting department are operated in and
by the advertising department with periodic audit by the internal auditing
staff. The reason usually given for this practice is that advertising executives
need a detailed and continuously up -to -date record for quick and frequent
reference. Keeping the commitment records in the accounting department
usually makes it necessary for marketing executives to use periodic reports
which are not current enough.
Commitment ledgers in use range from simple forms showing budget, commitments, and balance available in total to highly detailed records kept by
individual projects. Exhibit 2 shows a monthly summary report form prepared by one company interviewed.
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Marketing Division
ADVERTISING EXPENSE
Date Due:
Date Issued:
THIS M O N TH
EXPENSES

AC TUA L I

BUDGET

Consumer Advertising
Radio
Time, Talent and Mechanical
Television
Time, Talent, and Mechanical
Magazines and Newspapers
Space
Mechanical
Total Consumer Advertising
Trade Papers —Space and
Mechanical
Educational
Space
Mechanical
Visual
Printed Mat ter
Exhibits
Other
Postage
Office Services —Labor &
Overhead
Total Educational Advertising
Sales Promotion
Mat eri al and Outside Contracts
Store Display Material
Direct Mailing
Price Sheets
Mats and Electros
Miscellaneous Sales Promotion
Exhibits
Postage and Shipping
Labor from Production Di-

YEAR TO DATE
AC TU A L

I BUDGET

IUNDE
I t)
BUDGET
_

vi si on
O f f i c e Ser vi ce s —L ab or &

Overhead
Money Back Guarantees
Total Sales Promotion
Cooper ative Advert ising
Miscellaneous
Total
Advertising Experience Adjustment Based on Sales
Total After Adjustm ent
Administrative Expense
TOTAL

EXHIBIT 3
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Budget Comparison Reports
In addition to control over commitments, budget comparison reports provide a review which enables management to determine whether or not advertising and promotional expenditures are following the approved plan. In
the words of one company representative, these reports "enable management
to see that the money is being spent the way management wants it to be
spent." This company's advertising plan is made to obtain full coverage of
the market, to take advantage of seasonal buying and seasonal media (e.g.
sports events like football games and football telecasts), and to give the desired distribution of emphasis to various products, all within the total appropriated. When reports show deviations from plan, management wishes to
have this fact brought to its attention through the budget comparison reports.
The budget comparison reports prepared by most of the companies interviewed show budget, expenditures, and variances only by media and by
nature of expense. The report form shown as Exhibit 3 is typical of those
used by many companies interviewed. The final item on this report, "Advertising Expense Adjustment Based on Sales ", appears because the company
uses a predetermined rate per sales dollar for determining the amount of
advertising expense charged against income each month. The reason for this
is that advertising is directed toward the ultimate consumer and appears at
the time when seasonal demand is high. Products are sold to wholesalers and
retailers from 6 weeks to 3 months before appearance of the advertising.
Consequently, if advertising expenditures were charged against income when
the expenditures were made, months when sales were low would be charged
with high advertising costs and months when sales were high would be
charged with low advertising costs. To secure better matching of advertis.
ing expense with monthly sales, the amount of advertising expense charged
against income each month is determined as follows:
The total budgeted advertising expense for the six month budget
period is divided by the total budgeted gross sales for the six months.
The resulting percentage is applied to the gross sales for each month to
determine the amount of advertising chargeable on the income statement for the month. The difference between this charge against income
and the advertising expense incurred for the month is debited or credited to a reserve account.
Advertising is budgeted separately for each product and separate monthly
ratios are also used to determine advertising chargeable to the individual
products.
Actual and budgeted expenditures for the current period are often shown
in comparison with actual expenditures for the corresponding prior period.
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w

0.

A

DIRECT MAIL
PROMOTION PLAN AND DISTRIBUTION SHEET
Product ................................................................................................. ...............................
Plan For Year Ending ............ June 30, 1954 ................................... ...............................
PlanSheet No ............................. I ..................................................... ...............................
Monthof .................... July ................................................................. ...............................
Date
of
Ma il Ing

Nam e

Num ber
To Be
Sant

Distribution of Returns
Est.
� .

Expected

Rotuma

July

Aug. Sept.

Oc t.

Dis tribution of Revanus
Estm.
Revenue

July

Au g .

C
tr
h

to
H
i

Exhtblf 4

Sept.

Oc t.

Plan Cos t
Ma i li n g

Oth er

T� ofa�

Dis tri bution of Plan Cos t

pro fit

Plan
Cos t

July

or
(Loss)

Aug.

Sept.

Oc t.

This facilitates comparison of trends in advertising with changes in sales volume, quotas, market indexes, and similar figures.
Notwithstanding the fact that a majority of the companies interviewed
budget and account for advertising and sales promotion costs as a series of
individual projects, budget comparison reports usually are confined to an
over -all presentation for the period. This seems to indicate that after the advertising program has been planned in detail, management concentrates upon
keeping expenditures in line with the overall plan by media and by products
and does not review individual projects in detail. Data of the latter type are,
nevertheless, available in project ledger cards on which most companies
record budget allowances, commitments, and expenditures.

Measuring Effectiveness of Advertising and Sales Promotion
While accounting control techniques are valuable in helping management
control the amount and application of money spent for advertising and sales
promotion, these techniques have little or no value for measuring effectiveness of the advertising and promotion program. In order to measure ultimate
effectiveness, it is necessary to measure results obtained in terms of sales
income and to relate this income to specific expenditures for advertising and
sales promotion. The field study showed clearly that very little has been accomplished in this direction.
Some of the principal reasons for this situation are brought out in the
following comments made by company representatives during field interviews.
"We watch sales before and after but we can't be sure what effect the
advertising has because so many other factors influence sales."
"The inquiries which are generated by our ads and promotions are the
principal measures of effectiveness, but it is very difficult to correlate
inquiries with actual sales."
"Most of our advertising is directed toward maintaining the company's market position and developing the long -range demand for the
products. It does not produce immediate sales which can be traced to
individual advertising expenditures."
The most widely used ultimate measure of advertising and sales promotion
effectiveness is net sales attained. However, this measure does not tell whether
or not the same sales volume could have been attained by more effective use
of a smaller expenditure. Some of the companies interviewed use thumb -rule
measures such as cost per sales dollar or per unit sold. One company compares rates of change in advertising expenditures and sales by plotting the
two series of figures on a semi -log chart for each product. Figures for an
extended period are charted to allow for lag between advertising and sales.
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The above and other similar measures are admittedly rough and they are
known to have a low degree of reliability.
Under favorable conditions, somewhat more significant measures can be
obtained for specific projects. Where the project is designed to sell a specific item within a limited time, it is easier to trace actual sales to a given
advertisement or promotion. The possibilities are illustrated by the example
below.
In a company which uses direct mail selling, each sales project is -approved on the basis of an expected sales and profit return. Exhibit 4
shows the form used in preparing the plan. Actual returns are compared with expected returns and with costs of each project. The direct
mail approach together with appropriate keying of material to identify
the project makes it possible to correlate orders from customers with
individual mailings.
For the most part, measurement of advertising effectiveness is viewed as a
market research function rather than as an accounting function in the companies interviewed. The accounting department supplies various data such
as sales analyses to serve as the basis for statistical studies made by market
research personnel. Data from other sources, including outside advertising
research agencies, are utilized in addition to accounting figures. While comparative effectiveness of alternative types of advertising copy can sometimes
be measured, evidence available seems to indicate that a real measure of
the over -all effectiveness of advertising remains to be developed.
Control of Selling Costs
Organization of +he Selling Function
The form of organization used for selling differs from that used for advertising because the selling function requires personal presentation of the
seller's sales message to the prospective customer. Salesmen must work where
the customers are and this means that the manufacturer's field sales organization is usually decentralized. In most manufacturing companies, the principal share of selling expenses is incurred for field selling and the major
cost control problems arise in this area. This contrasts with advertising,
which is usually a centralized function with much of the detailed work done
by outside agencies. However, selling is headed by an executive in the horne
office and there are also certain centralized staff departments responsible for
product merchandising methods, training salesmen, and similar functions.
Classification of Selling Costs for Control
As with other costs, the primary grouping of selling costs is by responsibilities. In describing the cost classification plan followed by his company,
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one accountant interviewed stated that:
"Our first purpose is to identify the cost with the man who spends
the money as the source of control. Our second purpose is to get selling
cost by products."
In the field study it was often stated that the fact that costs are identified
with the person who incurs them in itself tends to give a valuable degree of
control. For example, one company reported that telephone toll calls had
shown a substantial decrease after the company started charging tolls to departments which placed the calls and began making periodic reviews of purpose for which such calls were used.
From the study of selling expense classification plans used by companies
interviewed, the features listed below were evident.
1. Field selling expenses are usually accumulated and classified on a
geographical basis for control purposes because the responsibility
for control is decentralized. In some companies a further classification by product lines is made because separate salesmen are used
for the various lines. This leads to establishment of numerous control centers in the form of sales regions, districts, and territories. On
the other hand, costs incurred for centralized sales administrative
and staff activities are collected by departments for control purposes.
2. Sub - classifications emphasize nature of the expense e.g. salaries and
travel — rather than function performed because these are the items
on which supervision concentrates in its efforts to control costs. At
the same time, costs by products, customers, etc., may be developed
for other purposes and provision for these classifications is nearly
always made in account codes.
3. While valuable for other purposes, product line income statements
are inadequate as reports for controlling selling expenses. For purposes of cost control, management needs reports which focus attention upon costs by salesmen and territory. Control is lost after expenses associated with a given salesman are allocated to the products
he sells.
Classification plans differ somewhat from company to company according to
the way in which the selling function is organized. The following examples
illustrate the principal features of classification plans used by two of the
companies interviewed.
Example No. 1
This company's sales activities are organized into eight divisions,
each of which is subdivided into districts. Organizational subdivisions
are geographical because salesmen sell all of the company's products.
Each division and each district is headed by a manager who is respon.
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sible for activities in his area. Codes are provided to permit accumulation of sales and costs by division and district office.
Sales Divisions
90 General Sales Department —Home Office
91 New England Division
92 Eastern Division
93 East Central Division
etc.
District Offices
70 Boston
71 Hartford
72 New Haven
73 Portland
etc.
A single controlling account for selling expense is maintained in the
general ledger. Sub - classifications of this account are by nature of the
expense as illustrated below.
332 Selling Expense
01 Division Executive and Office Salaries
02 District Managers' Salaries
08 Salesmen's Salaries
14 Division Managers' Expenses
15 District Managers' Expenses
16 Salesmen's Expenses
17 Salesmen's Own -Auto Expense
18 Salesmen's Company -Auto Expense
etc.
The above classification tells for what expenses were incurred by each
managerial responsibility identified by division and district office code
numbers listed previously.
Example No. 2
This company sells three product lines, here designated A, B, and C.
The three lines are sold to different customers and a separate sales force
is maintained for each line. Sales forces handling lines A and B are
large and are organized by regions and districts. Each region and each
district constitutes an organization control unit responsible for controlling its own operating costs. Hence, the chart of accounts provides
for accumulation of sales and costs by control units through use of a six
digit code as follow:
62 -00 -00 Sales Force (Control account)
62 -40.00
" Pacific Region
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62 -42 -00 Sales Force Los Angeles District
66
46
" , Line A
62 -42 -30
66
64
" , Line B
62 -42 -40
Product line C is sold to a comparatively few large customers, the
sales force is small, and the entire country constitutes a single control
unit. Sales and costs are therefore coded by principal products, but not
by regions or districts. The coding plan is illustrated below.
62.50.50 Sales Force, Line C, Product 1
62 -50 -51
2

"

"

Costs of marketing administration constitute another major classification of costs which is broken down by organizational control units along
product lines as follows:
63 -00 -00 Marketing Administration
63 -01 -10 Office of Sales Vice President
63 -01 -11 Sales Service Department
63 -30 -00 Administration, Product Line A
B
63 -40 -00
C
63.50.00
All Products, Export
63 -60.00
In order to classify the costs incurred within the above listed control
units, an additional classification by nature of expense is provided, using
an additional four digits for coding. This classification is illustrated
below:
10 -00 Salaries and Wages (control account)
44
69
Executive
10 -01
44
14
District Office
10 -05
34 -00 Travel (control account)
34 -03
District Managers
34 -03
Salesmen
Each control unit budgets its own costs by the classifications shown
above and actual costs are accumulated by the same plan of classification for comparison with the budget. The classification plan also provides for assignment of a substantial portion of the selling costs to product lines by direct charging rather than by allocation. This is, of course,
made possible by the fact that sales force and sales administration are
organized by product lines.
The Selling Cost Budget
Like other order - getting costs, selling costs are a cause rather than a result
of sales orders. The significance which this relationship has in budgeting
selling costs has been stated as follows by a writer on the subject:
JUNE, 1954
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"The practice of starting with a sales forecast, taking a fixed percentage of those sales
using the resulting sum as the total for the sales
...,
expense budget, and
then, in turn, making the plans to fit this figure
is definitely `putting the cart before the horse.' The actual procedure
should be somewhat in reverse order. The sales manager must start by
carefully preparing his marketing plans. He probably will have to do
this for each product or for each product group within his line. He
will then determine the cost of carrying out the planned activity and
must forecast the sales which will result from the successful completion
of these plans."'
When the preliminary budget has been prepared as described above, a forecasted profit figure is also obtained. Where the preliminary budget does not
indicate a profit acceptable to management, revision in the plan may be made
in the attempt to improve the profit through better balance of selling expenses and sales income.
In comparison with advertising, selling cost budgets are prepared with
specific territorial goals in mind and they are also prepared for shorter periods of time. While selling expenses are most commonly budgeted for a
year in preparing the company's master budget, the control budgets used
by district sales managers are generally for periods which range from one
to six months. Selling activities are often changed on short notice to meet
market conditions and comparatively short budget periods are needed to
maintain expense control.
A majority of the companies interviewed follows the above approach in
budgeting selling costs. Where it is not followed, the budget is usually not
developed as a planning and cost control tool or the selling function consists
largely of routine order taking. Some companies in the latter group view
selling expense as variable with the number of sales transactions and control
selling expense with current sales volume. However, this does not seem
feasible where the salesmen spend a substantial amount of the time in creating customer demand for the company's products. A situation in which salesmen receive a straight commission and pay their own expenses is perhaps
an exception, but commissions must compensate the salesmen for time which
they are expected to spend in developing new business and other work which
does not produce immediate sales orders. Otherwise, the company will be
unable to hold the type of salesmen it wants in the long run.
Another characteristic of selling which influences the process of budgeting
selling expenses is that effectiveness of selling effort may be a more imporportant objective than the amount spent. In the words of a writer on the
subject:
`Arthur G. Tunstall, Jr., "Achieving an Accurate Sales Budget," American Management Association Marketing Series No. 90, p. 4.
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".

. . none of us is necessarily after the lowest sales cost at any given
moment; rather we are after the optimum cost, which is the cost which
will bring in the greatest amount of business per dollar expended. It
may be necessary to spend more money now in order to bring in larger
sales later. One segment of our business may have costs double that of
other departments, but this may be an investment in future sales. "'
Increased exposure to sales opportunities generally comes with improved use
of salesmen's time. This, in turn, is achieved by planning salesmen's work
to minimize nonselling time and to increase time spent with prospective
customers.
In a number of the companies interviewed, time studies of salesmen's activities have been made to determine how salesmen spend their working time
and to help in planning for more effective utilization of this time. A few
of these companies have had time study observers accompany salesmen, but
more commonly the needed information is obtained from salesmen's reports
and from observation by supervisors. In a few instances, results from such
studies have been reduced to standard job descriptions, standards for number
of accounts per salesmen and calls per day, and standard duty lists to be followed by salesmen in the field.' Discussion in the field study pointed out
certain limitations to the usefulness of such studies. These center around (1)
wide variability in selling methods to meet local conditions, (2) possibility
that standards may keep salesmen from using judgment in the best interests
of the company —as, for example, not spending enough time to get an order
because of pressure to meet a daily quota in terms of number of calls, (3)
rapid change in methods and the consequent rapid obsolescence of standards,
(4) expensiveness of the studies required for setting and maintaining standards.
Information gathered in studies of the type described above is employed
to equalize work loads by revision of territorial boundaries, to improve supervision, to develop better training programs for salesmen, and other similar
purposes. The manner in which these tools are applied depends to a considerable extent on the type of salesmen employed. For example, in one company all salesmen are highly trained technical specialists who individually
plan their own work with only general guidance from home office supervisors.
This company accordingly emphasizes training of its salesmen to help them
improve the use they make of their time. In contrast, another company creates consumer demand for its products by advertising and uses salesmen principally to take orders from dealers. Here, district managers lay out each
`Howard L. Franks, "Controlling the Expenses of the Field Sales Force," American
Management Association Marketing Series No. 90, p. 13.
See Noble Hall, "Setting Standards to Improve Sales Performance,' American Management Association Marketing Series No. 84.
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salesman's daily itinerary and the salesmen are provided with a standard
procedure to follow in soliciting orders from customers.
In none of the companies interviewed are standards and other type figures
derived from study of salesmen's activities converted into standard costs and
standards are considered to have only minor value for measuring perform.
ance of individual salesmen. Furthermore, detailed standards for selling
activities are tools employed only by sales management and not by the
accounting department. However, such information is used by sales management in budgeting selling costs because it helps determine how large a
sales force is needed to obtain the extent and intensity of sales coverage
desired.
As stated by J. Gregg Royer:
"... sales management asked for a tool which would evaluate performance by district office through measuring such items as the employment
of manpower relative to sales volume, operating costs, efficiency of per.
sonnel, etc. — yardsticks which would give clues to the reasons for the
great variation in profitability experienced in the nineteen territories." 7
Two different approaches to the establishment of selling expense budget
allowances were observed in the field study. These are:
1. To budget selling broadly as a percentage of sales dollars or as an
amount per unit of sales.
2. To build the budget up from the bottom by planning the sales program in considerable detail and estimating how much money will be
needed to carry out this program.
While ratios of selling expense to sales are not without significance, among
the companies interviewed the grass roots approach to budgeting is strongly
favored where control over selling expense is an important objective of the
budgets.
The point of departure in budgeting selling expenses was described as follows by one company:
"The amount of expense is dependent upon the sales coverage plans
and the marketing objectives of the marketing divisions, all geared to
the objective of obtaining profitable sales under the economic conditions existing with the minimum amount of expense.
"An individual six month budget is prepared against the background
of an established sales force and a going concern, and changes are
made in the status quo only to meet changing economic conditions or
changes in the company's marketing plans."
"Performance Yardsticks for Sales Management," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, November, 1953,
p. 312.
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Top management determines the broad sales program and establishes policies. Execution of this sales program is at the local level and consequently
details are planned and direct control exercised at the local level.
When sales coverage objectives have been determined, the next step is
to budget personnel required to carry out the plan. As stated by a company
representative interviewed:
"We think first in terms of how many men are needed to cover each district. Territories differ and each district sales manager knows how many
men he needs and what it should cost to cover his territories."
Salesmen's expenses (travel, meals, lodging, customer entertainment, etc.)
are influenced by many factors. Such things as the size of the force for any
given territory, the type of area covered (metropolitan, rural, etc.) and
the method and means of covering a given district all influence expenditures
required to keep a salesman in the field. These factors, however, are a matter of managerial policy and usually remain fairly constant for a given company so that such costs tend to be closely related to the size of the sales
force from period to period.
Expense control is usually exercised at the local district level of supervision
because local sales management knows conditions in the respective areas
and is in the best position to judge what expenses should be. In most cases
the expense budget amount is calculated by multiplying the number of man days to be spent in the field by an average daily expense rate. The latter
is derived from past experience, checked by sales management's knowledge
of local costs. In some cases, it was stated that company -wide standard expense rates per day could not be established for budgeting purposes because
costs vary so greatly in different geographical areas. This difficulty was
generally overcome by setting up a separate rate schedule for each area.
When the selling expense budget requests have been prepared by sales
managers at the local level, approval must be obtained at higher levels of
management. Each individual manager is therefore required to convince his
superiors that the plan embodied in the budget he presents is a sound one
in order to obtain approval.
Control Reports for Sales Management
The field study showed that sales management generally receives much
more information about sales than it does about selling costs. In virtually
every company interviewed, accounting reports prepared at frequent intervals present sales figures in total and usually also in detail by product, territory, customer, and other groupings wanted by sales management. As an
illustration, one company has a report of net sales issued daily at four o'clock
J U N E , 1954
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COMPARATIVE NET SALES TO DATE BY DISTRICTS AND TERRITORIES
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EXHIBIT 5

in the afternoon. This report shows total sales for the day, for the month
to date, and for the year to date compared with corresponding budget figures
for the current period and with actual figures for the previous year. In
addition, the cumulative sales total for the month is compared wit]t the
break -even sales volume for the month. This report is received by top general executives, product line sales managers, field sales managers, and top
factory management.
In sales reports, current and cumulative sales figures are usually shown
in comparison with figures for the prior period and with bugeted or quota
figures for the current period. Comparisons between districts and terrilories
are also widely used. Exhibit 5 illustrates a report of this type used by a
company interviewed. In this company, sales figures received by each individual relate to the unit for which he is responsible. Thus top executives
of the company, key sales and advertising executives receive the full report
shown in Exhibit 5. A district manager receives only the section for his
own district (e.g. Los Angeles) and each salesman receives the line on the
report showing his own performance.
Summary reports combining sales and marketing cost data are often
used. Exhibit 6 illustrates the form in which a company interviewed prepares reports of this type. Here the object is to inform sales management of
changes in relationships between sales income and expense. The compairison
of sales districts with one another shown in Exhibit 6 is widely used by
companies interviewed in the study. While expenses of selling usually vary
in the several districts because local conditions differ, these differences; are
known and recognized by management in making comparisons. Reports of
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SALES PERFORMANCE REPORT
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ea c h d i s t r ic t )

Gross sales
Selling expenses
Salaries
Travel
Samples
Other
Outbound f reight
Merchandise returns
EX HI BI T 6

this type also provide general sales executives with a check on performance
of district managers. The company which supplied Exhibit 6 has available
dollar figures for sales and expenses in detail by districts if these figures
are wanted in explanation of items appearing on Exhibit 6. Such details
are assembled on reports supplied regularly to district managers.
Some companies use statements showing "selling profit," i.e., gross margin less selling expenses. These statements focus attention on the items which
sales management controls, and selling profit measures the contribution which
each sales district makes towards general company expenses and profit. One
company finds these statements particularly helpful in controlling sales mix.
Reports containing details of salesmen's expenses are used by all of the
companies interviewed which have field sales organizations. The detail and
frequency with which these expenses are reviewed by sales management reflect the fact that the expenses are i ncurred on a daily basis in most cases
and ne ed cu rrent control. In contrast, expenses such as salaries are determined by periodic decisions as to size of sales force and day -by -day information is not needed for control.
The salesman's report of expenses furnishes both the basic data needed in
accounting for his expenses and a detailed control record showing how the
money was spent. A report supplied b y a company interviewed is shown
as Exhibit 7. Some companies utilize salesmen's expense reports to obtain
information about calls made, salesmen's observations concerning customers,
and other items desired by sales management. In most companies salesmen's expense reports are summarized to facilitate review. Exhibit 8 shows
a summary form used by the s ame compan y which s upplied E xhibit 7.
Practice of most companies interviewed is to have salesmen's expense reJ U N E , 1954
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EXHIBIT 7

ports reviewed by the supervisor directly in charge of the salesmen. As explained by one company representative:
"The district manager i n ch arge is responsible for meeting his budget
and he must cont rol his men and the ir e xpen ses in orde r to do it. He
k nows what expenses shou ld he in his district and he reviews the salesme n 's e xp e n se r ep o r t s. "

While a few companies reported that certain comparison figures (e.g. per
diem rates) are used as informal yardsticks with which to judge t h e reasonableness of salesmen's expenses, most companies stressed need to rely
upon knowledge and judgment of local sales managers. However, information covering hotel rates, meal costs, etc., is often assembled for use both by
managers and salesmen. Company policy statements with respect to types of
transportation and hotel accommodations to be used, entertainment of customers, use of long distance phone calls, etc., are also common. These policies often establish minimums as well as maximums because the compan y's
reputation with customers ma y b e more important than possible reduction
in expenses. Moreover, it was often stated that too much pressure to reduce
expenses or rigid rules governing incurrence of salesmen's expenses can
sometimes lead to loss of profitable sales opportunities.
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Review of salesmen's expenses at
higher executive levels is necessarily
confined to summaries except in very
small companies. Three examples
from the field study serve to illustrate
methods reported.
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Example No. 3
Travel expense is summarized on
reports which rank organizational
control units such as sales districts
according to their expense per day.
Similar reports are prepared for
each district listing individuals.
The form of the latter report is
illustrated in Exhibit 9. Effectiveness of such reports is thought to
stem largely from the fact that individuals watch their own expenses
when they know that others will see
the reports.
Field audit of sales expenses by the
internal audit staff is common among
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TRAVEL EXPENSE
District

Period........................

..... ...............................

Name

Transportation

(in order of Mileage Other
rank on basis
of total expense per
day)

Number
Total
Expense
Excluding
loons
ex p e n s e
Transportation

Average per Day
Hotel

Meals

Other

Amount per Day Days Amount Days Amount Days Amouni

I. J. Smith
2. R. Roe
3. Etc.
EXHIBIT 9

the larger companies interviewed. Such audits serve both to protect the
company against financial loss and to check upon observance of policies by
local sales personnel.
Controlling Costs of Marketing Administration
Marketing administration formulates and administers marketing plans.
The organization includes line executives in charge of marketing operations
at both company -wide and sales branch levels and also executives in charge
of marketing staff departments. Separate administrative expense accounts
often appear under several different functional classifications of marketing
expense in a company's chart of accounts. For example, one company has
administrative expense accounts under general sales, field sales, and advertising functions. However, these administrative costs have similar characteristics when viewed from the cost control standpoint and are discussed. together in this report.
Salaries are the chief source of marketing administrative costs, with other
costs incurred for travel, entertainment, office occupancy, association memberships, conference and meetings, purchased services, and similar items.
The work done is not of a type for which unit standards can be established
to measure output and effectiveness. Instead, costs of marketing administration are largely fixed within a budget period because they are determined
by the number of employees needed to plan and administer the company's
marketing program. As the nature and scope of the program changes, administrative expenses also change, but these expenses vary with managerial
policy rather than with current volume of sales. Consequently, the periodic
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MARKETING ADM INISTRATION OPERATING EXPENSE BUDGET
......... ............................... ........................Section (Department)
.. ........................................................Budget Period

z

C

Expenses

Salaries
Overtime

Source
Form BWP 1001
Dept. Head

I

Total I January
Months I July

Six

IFebruary
August

March
Sept.

I

April
Oc t .

I

May

N o v.

I

June
Dec .

Department Head will budget overtime anticipated during the period:
calculate at 150% of current rates.

Supplies —Office

Sum of above
%of Total
Salaries
Dept. Head

Toll Calls
Telegrams
Travel and Entertainment

Dept. Head
Form BWP 1005

Associations

&

&

Social Security Taxes

Publications

Form BWP 1005

Professional Services (including Market
Surveys)

Form BWP 1005

Sales Training Expense

Form BWP 1005

Miscellaneous Expense

Form BWP 1005

Building Occupancy— Admin. Bldg.

Budget Dept.

TOTAL EXPENSE

Budget Dept. will supply

%

Total
to be applied to salary budget.

This expense will be budgeted at the average monthly rate for the latest
12 months adjusted for: ( I ) elimination of nonrecurring expenses in
this 12 months average, (2) known unusual expenditures to be made
during the budget period.
Same as above.
Form BWP 1005 will be used to detail by employee the major trips
and /or entertainment anticipated plus an amount to cover small trips
and use of company auto pool.
Form BWP 1005 will be used to detail each association and publication
expenditure anticipated during the budget period. A small allowance may be added to cover cost of ordinary publications, such as
books.
Budgeted, by Marke ting Vice Pre sid en t only, form BWP 1005 will be
used to detail each service to be purchased during the budget period
setting forth type of service to be rendered and products to which
applicable.
Form BWP 1005 will be used to detail ( I ) each of the meetings to be
held giving number of men to attend and breakdown of the costs,
(2) sales training aids to be purchased, (3) sample cases to be purchased, etc. This expense budgeted only by the Field Sales Manager.
Budget only anticipated extraordinary expenses which are not classifiable
in the above expense accounts. Detail on Form BWP 1005.
Budgeted, by Marke ting Vic e Pre side n t o n ly , at amounts supplied by
the Budget Department as determined by Office Manager.

Sum of above
EXHIBIT 10

budget is the principal accounting tool for controlling costs of marketing
administration.
Inasmuch as responsibility for control of expenses rests with individuals
in charge of the various departments, administrative expenses for each organization unit are budgeted by the respective department heads. Information about plans which will affect activities during the coming period is
needed by those who prepare budgets. For example, the market research
department head in one company interviewed had been instructed to budget
for additional staff numbers needed to study markets for a new line of products which was being developed.
Exhibit 10 shows a portion of the budget working paper form used by
one company interviewed for budgeting marketing administration expense.
In this exhibit, the methods of establishing budget allowances are given. in
the spaces where budgeted expense figures appear in actual practice.
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